Glossary of Chinese Terms

The transcription of Chinese characters into the Roman alphabet follows the Pinyin system:

- **guikou danwei**: Point of contact
- **hexin liyi**: Core interests
- **hongyi rongli**: Uphold justice and pursue shared interests
- **jiang zhengzhi**: Talk politics
- **jianshe hexie shijie**: Build a harmonious world
- **qinghao**: Sweet wormwood (*Artemisia annua*)
- **shishi qiushi, liangli erxing**: Be practical and act within one’s capacity
- **taoguang yanghui**: Hide the capacity and keep a low profile
- **xiaokang shehui**: A moderately prosperous society
- **yijing cuzheng**: Use economics to promote politics
- **yili xiangjian, yili weixian**: Take a right approach to justice and interests by prioritising justice over interests
- **you ji you qu**: To take while giving
- **yousuo zuowei**: Make greater achievements
- **zhanlue jiyuqi**: Period of strategic opportunities
- **zhengjing jiehe**: Combine politics and economics
- **zhengque yiliguan**: Right concepts of justice and interests
- **zhengzhi**: Politics
- **zhengzhi gua shuai**: Politics takes command
- **zili gengsheng**: Self-reliance
- **zouchuqu zhanlue**: Go global strategy
This text is taken from *A Cautious New Approach: China’s Growing Trilateral Aid Cooperation*, by Denghua Zhang, published 2020 by ANU Press, The Australian National University, Canberra, Australia.